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ABSTRACT
In this era of nuclear renaissance, industry and government programs are aggressively pursuing
the accelerated development of advanced reactor designs, such as microreactors. Advanced reactor technologies and concepts require critical experiments to validate predictions made with
multiphysics codes used for design and predictive performance. Such experiments aid in the
licensing of the technology as well as the benchmarking and validation of existing reactor simulation tools. Some tests can be conducted at the NCERC facility, as previously demonstrated with
the KRUSTY and Hypatia experiments. Prior to conducting tests, a robust process of designing, simulating, and analysing experiments is required. This work describes the computational
methodology in which prototypic microreactor experiments are designed for demonstration at the
NCERC facility with a focus on moderated heat pipe systems. A variety of physics codes, such as
MCNP R ∗ , Whisper, and Abaqus Finite Element Analysis (FEA) are employed in these analyses.
To simulate transients, future work includes developing a framework with the Nuclear Energy Advanced Modeling and Simulation (NEAMS) environment to couple multiple FEA physics codes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Microreactors are transportable nuclear reactors which generate between 0.1 to 20 megawatts of thermal
energy for electricity generation. These designs typically come in two flavors, heat-pipe and gas-cooled
reactors. LANL has decades of experience with the design of solid monolithic cores systems using heat pipe
technology, invented and developed at LANL, for the primary heat-removal mechanism [1]. The design is
inherently simple, highly reliable, and operable in any orientation, allowing heat pipe microreactors to have
the scalability and versatility to meet a diverse range of mission objectives. This versatility has led to the
development of microreactor and space reactor designs and technology by the nuclear industry, the U.S.
military, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) alike [2].
LANL is advancing and maturing microreactor technology through multiple pathways including component advancement and computational capability enhancement. Component advancement strategies include
kilowatt heat pipe development and high temperature moderator (metal hydride) manufacturing and testing
∗
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maturation projects. Computational advancements include physics codes development, benchmarking and
validation, transient simulation and analysis enhancement, and establishing safety analysis methodologies.
Experiments conducted at the NCERC facility provide critical data for the maturation of microreactor
technologies and the benchmarking of physics codes. Previous successes in recent microreactor critical
testing, KRUSTY (2018) and Hypatia (2021), have paved paths forward on expanding LANL’s microreactor
testing capability at National Criticality Experiments Research Center (NCERC). The National Criticality
Experiments Research Center (NCERC), operated by Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), conducts
several criticality experiments each year and is uniquely suited to conduct such reactor experiments with
existing safety basis authorization in place.
1.1. National Criticality Experiments Research Center
NCERC is operated by LANL and maintains special nuclear material (SNM) used for criticality experiments. NCERC supports a variety of national security missions, working with nuclear criticality safety
divisions for training, nuclear emergency responses, nuclear nonproliferation, and other government agencies that require hands-on access to nuclear material in numerous configurations [3].
Since NCERC has existing safety basis authorization, procedures, and critical assemblies in place, as well
as trained personnel, this facility is uniquely positioned to establish an ongoing nuclear experiment program
that support advanced reactor research. Of the various assemblies at NCERC, Comet and Planet are the
most appealing machines for microreactor experiments. Comet and Planet are vertical assembly machines
that are able to precisely regulate reactivity and produce critical transient measurements. A photo of Comet
is shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Comet machine at NCERC

NCERC has performed several reactor-related experiments over the past decade. Demonstration Using
Flattop Fissions (DUFF) was a low-power experiment that served as a proof-of-concept for heat pipe technology at NCERC in 2012 [4]. Kilowatt Reactor Using Stirling TechnologY (KRUSTY) was a 1-10 kW
(electric) reactor prototype tested on the NCERC assembly machine Comet in 2018 [5]. Hypatia was an

yttrium hydride moderator data campaign experiment conducted on the NCERC Planet assembly machine
in 2021 [6][7].
1.2. High-Temperature Heat Pipe Microreactors
High-temperature heat pipe microreactors are an advanced reactor design. Such systems operate at higher
temperatures than commercial Light Water Reactors so they can achieve higher thermal efficiencies. Recent national policies require the use of high-assay low-enriched uranium (HALEU) fuels instead of high
enriched uranium (HEU) and require the addition of a moderating material (such as metal hydrides) to keep
the fuel mass reasonable in a compact system. Heat pipes allow for a reliable, passive cooling system that
self-regulates reactor operating temperature. The fuel is loaded into a solid monolith and reactivity control
is typically achieved with simple neutron absorbing rods within the core for kilowatt range systems and
motorized rotating drums containing a neutron poison within the reflector for a megawatt range system.
Critical experiments of moderated microreactors has been identified is a crucial need for advancing the
technology and system integration maturation level required for deployment. Fast systems rely primarily
on thermal expansion feedback mechanism for self regulation and have been demonstrated and verified
(KRUSTY). Moderated systems introduce increased complexity due to temperature reactivity feedbacks
from Doppler broadening in epithermal neutron energy regions. In particular, metal hydrides introduce
a positive temperature reactivity feedback which can have a holistic effect on the microreactor system.
Furthermore, simulating transient behavior becomes increasingly complex with the addition of a non-linear
neutron energy spectrum. Moderated systems must be physically demonstrated to confirm self regulation
behavior and validate simulation accuracy. While materials and components have high readiness levels,
technology integration readiness is low. Hence, new efforts in microreactor reactor demonstrations focus
on moderated systems.
1.3. Experiment Objectives
The goal of future experiments at NCERC are outlined below to meet a variety of objectives for reactor
licensing, physics code benchmarking, etc. Visually, these objectives are also presented in Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 2: Flowchart of experiment design process

Objectives and modeling needed for successful experiment design:
• Steady-state and transient reactor behavior
• Computational predictive analysis precision and simulation tool validation
• System integration maturation
• Self-regulation/load-following through thermal expansion and neutronic feedbacks
• Passive safety and control that relies on reactivity
• Thermal conversion efficiency of the reactor
• Code verification and validation

Figure 3: Physics code roles and iterative process
2. PROPOSED EXPERIMENT
NCERC can provide an environment for sub-scale criticality experiments of components present in a small
reactor core . One example is a single monolith unit cell containing a lattice of all primary components. In
an actual reactor, the unit cell is patterned radially to create the larger system. The symmetry of a unit cell
allows for testing a single lattice constituent with all components without the need for a larger experiment.
The unit cell from a prototypic megawatt reactor can be nested inside a reflector and/or high-enriched uranium fuel which is designed to closely replicate the neutron environment of the full-scale reactor. Achievable power limits are determined by details of the test of interest, but dose restrictions of the NCERC
facility restricts operation to low levels. Being that microreactors often require high operation temperatures
for efficiency, facility restrictions on power levels will likely require electrical heater elements to operate
within the system to achieve identical thermal environments of the full-scale reactor. Customization of the
neutron energy spectrum and temperature is required for each individual experiment.
The critical experiment itself may require insulation and/or placed under vacuum to achieve adequate resemblance to the mission environment. For reactivity control, the system is lifted into a neutron reflector
sitting on top of Comet, a vertical critical assembly machine. Heat transfer elements, such as heat pipes,
may extend through the reflector and attach to a prototypic power conversion system. Thermocouples will
be integrated into the system and reactivity measurements will be made with various radiation detectors

surrounding the system to record thermal and reactivity behavior continuously for the extent of operation.
Although final design of such experiments are still ongoing, this paper focuses on the computational design
methodology of a generalized sub-scale test for a solid monolith core.

3. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION AND DESIGN PROCESS
3.1. Physics Codes and Methodology Overview
MCNP and Abaqus, both high-fidelity tools, are the primary codes used in this preliminary analysis. MCNP
is a 3D Monte Carlo particle transport code developed by LANL which can calculate reactivity, temperature
reactivity coefficients, sensitivity coefficients, and more [8]. Abaqus is a 3D Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
code [9]. Abaqus is primarily used for designing the thermal environment of the system with steady-state
3D heat transfer analysis. Further more, Abaqus and MCNP are capable of being coupled with on another,
for a steady-state coupled thermal-neutronic analysis, which is discussed in more detail in the Thermal
Analysis section.
In conjunction with Abaqus and MCNP, Whisper, a statistical analysis tool, is used to ensure that the
design is neutronically similar to the full-scale prototypic system. Whisper calculates this via correlation
coefficients, which conceptually represent the ratio of shared nuclear data uncertainty between two systems.
Whisper calculates correlations with sensitivity coefficients generated from MCNP, which represent the
change in effective multuplication factor, keff , given a small perturbation at all neutron energy levels.

3.2. MCNP and Whisper Analysis
3.2.1. MCNP Reactivity
MCNP is used extensively for steady-state reactivity simulations. From first principles, both the full-scale
reactor and experiment need sufficient reactivity while in operation, but also need to be sufficiently subcritical when in a shutdown state for personnel safety. With MCNP, the experiments are modeled in various
configurations to ensure that these reactivity targets are met and within NCERC limits.
Figure 4 demonstrates an MCNP model of with various reactivity control configurations for a potential
experiment. The outer radial reflector is lifted into the experiment via a vertical assembly machine, such as
Comet or Planet, to increase reactivity. It is important that the first configuration in Figure 4 is sufficiently
subcritical according to NCERC guidelines in place for the safety of the staff. Figure 5 shows how the
effective multiplication factor changes with the position of the radial/axial reflector. With increasing axial
separation between the experiment and the neutron reflector, the lower the effective multiplication factor,
keff . Whisper can also calculate the upper subcritical limit of this configuration for additional reassurance of
subcriticality; Whisper is extensively used in the field of nuclear criticality safety, serving another important
role.
Once a neutronically similar experiment candidate is selected via the process described in the Whisper
correlation coefficients section, the neutronics model is created and analyzed in Abaqus to ensure target
temperatures are reached. If the thermal model requires changes to experiment design, the model is updated
in MCNP to ensure target reactivities remain; this tandem process repeats until neutronics and thermal
objectives are met [2].

Figure 4: Axial View of Experiment, Insertion of a Radial/Axial Reflector for Reactivity Control

Figure 5: Potential Experiment, Insertion of a Radial/Axial Reflector,
Effect on Multiplication Factor, Data from MCNP

3.2.2. Whisper Correlation Coefficients
MCNP produces sensitivity coefficients for the full-scale and experiment systems. These sensitivity coefficients can be input into Whisper, which utilizes sensitivity coefficients and nuclear data uncertainty
to generate correlation coefficients via statistics [10]. Correlation coefficients can be used to gauge the
neutronic similarity of two systems; conceptually, the higher the correlation, the higher the percentage of
shared nuclear data uncertainty. Since correlation coefficients also fold in the sensitivity coefficients at all
neutron energies for all neutron-nuclei interactions, correlation coefficients are a robust method to quantify
how neutronically similar an experiment configuration is to the full-scale microreactor.
Given the smaller volume of the experiment and the use of HEU, a challenge with designing an experiment
is replicating the neutronics of the full-scale conceptual microreactor system [11]. As a result, conducting
a Whisper analysis provides an objective manner to assess the shared nuclear data uncertainty. When
conducting the experiment, any discrepancies in the collected data and the simulated data will further
inform MCNP’s predictive capabilities. By conducting a Whisper analysis, any discrepancies in the model
versus the experiment will inform the analysts and designers of potential error or gaps in the nuclear data.
This effectively reduces programmatic risk at a fraction of the cost of building a full-scale prototype reactor.
3.3. Thermal Analysis
Once MCNP and Whisper analysis have refined the test concept to meet and balance facility restrictions
and experimental needs, thermal simulations are conducted to ensure the test resembles the thermal environments of the full-scale system.
Thermal analysis is conducted with a loose coupling to neutronics. MCNP has been modified and enhanced
to be compatible with unstructured mesh from Abaqus. The full test system is modeled in 3D unstructured
mesh in Abaqus FEA. The whole geometry with associated mesh is embedded into MCNP where a Monte
Carlo simulation is ran for the whole system. The output produces a fission power density per element data
set. This 3D fission power density by element data is returned to Abaqus as a detailed Heat Body Flux
(HBF) profile for the model. This element by element data exchange results in a high-resolution fission
heat generation profile of the reactor. Additional physics parameters such as conduction and convection are
applied to complete a loosely coupled neutronic thermal simulation. This method provides a comprehensive
thermal simulation which captures precise temperature profiles for the whole test configuration. In lower
fidelity conditions, an approximated or uniform HBF value would be applied directly in Abaqus. This
enhanced coupled methodology significantly increases the computational expense. However, it allows for
high confidence in modeling thermal behavior as the experiment unit will likely deploy non-uniform fuel
enrichment and spatial distribution. Any heat generation phenomenon sourced from strategic fuel zoning
can be resolved and anticipated in 3D space.
Based on the results from the neutronically heated system, the model analytics can be used to strategically
configure electrical heater elements in order to achieve temperatures and gradients resembling the full scale
prototype reactor. The inclusion and placement of the heater elements is likely essential to replicating the
thermal enviorment of the real system; as subscale systems are unlikely to achieve prototypic temperature
ranges at low power. For example, testing of low enriched fuel in the unit cell will require high enriched
fuel in the source region to generate the ideal flux environment. This distribution can lead to the majority,
upward of 90 percent, of the fission heat generation occurring in the source region. Hence heater elements
will be required to artificially increase the temperature within the unit cell.
At this stage various parametric studies are conducted to optimize the system thermally. Insulator materials
are investigated to optimize the configuration to efficiently heat and thermally isolated regions of interest.
The heat exchanger is analyzed for various configurations and operations to meet the test objectives for
cooling and power conversion effects. Another investigation would be heat losses to the room and methods
for controlling thermal gradients due to these losses. Once all parameters are investigated and adjusted for

the optimal configuration, a series of parametric sensitivity studies are conducted with the model to identify
and anticipate areas of uncertainty in predictive the analysis.
3.4. Thermal and Radiation Limits
3.4.1. Abaqus Analysis
Abaqus is used to identify power requirements and thermal limits. Electrical heating wattage is determined
for the system as well as time to achieve thermal equilibrium. Thermal limits are determined by the material properties of all components. Verification is performed to ensure materials do not melt/vaporize,
decompose, oxidize, or undergo an undesirable reaction within operation temperature ranges. High-fidelity
coupled neutronic-thermal simulation predicts maximum temperatures and thermal behavior - ensuring
materials and components have sufficient margin below thresholds.
3.4.2. MCNP Analysis
Radiation limits are set by NCERC for personnel safety. MCNP can simulate neutron and photon dose
rates while the experiment is in operation to ensure sufficient shielding is present to meet radiation limits.
Furthermore, MCNP and CINDER’90 are coupled in Monteburns for depletion simulations [12]. From the
depletion files, the isotopic composition of the activated materials are characterized and input back into
MCNP for a dose rate calculation as a result of activation with an overlapped mesh as seen in Figure 6 or
with point detectors. This analysis will provide NCERC personnel with time dependant radiation data for
the system and components. Hence informing facility opperatures on when the activated materials can be
safely handled and removed from the critical assembly machine.

Figure 6: Dose Rate Map of Potential experiment as a Result of Activation,
Data from MCNP, Visualized in ParaView [13]

3.5. Future Design Work
Future work includes running a multi-physics coupled transient simulation of the experiment and full-scale
reactor, solidifying physical components and implementation procedures, and conducting robust sensitivity
studies and uncertainty quantification with high-fidelity models for increased understanding of the system.
Currently, a multi-physics framework is being developed for the NEAMS tools to simulate transients with
data from MCNP. These simulations will be verified at steady-state with MCNP and Abaqus simulations
and will be validated with experimental data from the physical experiment [14]. With regards to physical
components, this can include heater element control, quantifying effects of oxidation for experiment materials, type and configuration of insulation, defining the heat exchanger, temperature measurement devices
and placement, and so on. Finally, conducting sensitivity studies and uncertainty quantification can aid
in design optimization for configuring physical components, such as thermocouple location, and identifies
which material properties have the largest effect on the system’s reactivity and temperature profile.
4. CONCLUSIONS
NCERC is a facility capable of developing microreactor technologies as demonstrated by past experiments
and has established safety documentation and protocols to accommodate critical tests within a broad range
of needs. The framework presented here serves to outline the analytical methodologies used to design
such an experiment. High-fidelity tools - Abaqus, MCNP, and Whisper - provide a comprehensive platform for designing, predictive performance, and safety analysis for proposed tests. The methodology for
achieving this analysis was described. Additional work into further developing this framework is underway
and will include additional analyses, procedures for rapid model development, and lessons learned from
implemented experiments.
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